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Abstract
This paper introduces the concept of early discard for inter-
active search of unindexed data. Processing data directly in-
side active storage devices using downloaded searchlet code
enables Diamond to perform efficient, application-specific
filtering of large data collections. Early discard helps users
who are looking for “needles in a haystack” by eliminating
the bulk of the irrelevant items as early as possible. A search-
let consists of a set of application-generated filters that Dia-
mond uses to determine whether an object may be of inter-
est to the user. The system optimizes the evaluation order
of the filters based on run-time measurements of each filter’s
selectivity and computational cost. Diamond can also dy-
namically partition computation between the storage devices
and the host computer to adjust for changes in hardware and
network conditions. We provide an analysis of the behav-
ior of our system and present performance numbers from a
Linux-based prototype showing that Diamond can dynami-
cally adapt to a query and run-time system state. An infor-
mal user study of an image retrieval application supports our
belief that early discard significantly improves the quality of
interactive searches.

1 Introduction

How does one find a few desired items in many ter-
abytes or petabytes of complex and loosely-structured data
such as digital photographs, video streams, CAT scans, Au-
toCAD drawings, or USGS maps? If the data has already
been indexed for the query being posed, the problem is easy.
Unfortunately, a suitable index is not always available. In
that case, a user has no choice but to perform an exhaustive
search over the entire volume of data. Although attributes
such as the author, date, or other context of data items can
restrict the search space, the user is still left with an enor-
mous number of items to examine. Today, scanning such a
large volume of data is so slow that it is only performed in
the context of well-planned data mining. This is typically
a batch job that runs overnight and is only rarely attempted
interactively [16].

Our goal is to speed up scanning of large volumes of data
so that interactive search of non-indexed data becomes prac-
tical. We believe that a key requirement for such speedup
is the ability to discard irrelevant data items very close to
their storage locations, rather than close to the user after

they have passed through most of the system. We refer to
this ability as early discard. We have developed a storage
architecture and programming model called Diamond that
embodies early discard. Diamond has been designed to run
on an active disk [1, 19, 22] platform, but is not dependent
on the availability of active storage devices. It can be real-
ized using diverse storage back ends ranging from emulated
active disks on a general-purpose cluster to storage nodes on
a wide-area network.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the concept of early discard. Section 3 mo-
tivates why early discard is valuable for exhaustive search
applications. Section 4 details the Diamond architecture.
Section 5 describes a proof-of-concept image retrieval appli-
cation using the Diamond system and presents an informal
user study validating early discard in this context. Section 6
discusses implementation details, focusing on the dynamic
partitioning of computation and the automatic re-ordering of
filters. Section 7 presents experimental results for our Di-
amond implementation. Section 8 summarizes the related
work in this area. Section 9 concludes and identifies future
directions for this research.

2 Background and Motivation

The standard approach to efficient interactive search is
to create an offline index of the data. Indexing assumes that
the mapping between the user’s query and the relevant data
can be pre-computed, enabling the system to efficiently or-
ganize the data on the storage device so that only a small
fraction of the data is accessed during a particular search.
Unfortunately, indexing complex data remains a challenging
problem for several reasons. First, manual indexing is often
infeasible for large datasets and automated methods for ex-
tracting the semantic content from such data are still rather
primitive (this is referred to in the literature as the semantic
gap [20]). Second, the richness of the data often requires a
high-dimensional representation that is not amenable to ef-
ficient indexing (a consequence of the curse of dimension-
ality [31, 6, 10]). Third, realistic user queries can be very
sophisticated, requiring a great deal of domain knowledge
that is often not available to the system for optimization. Fi-
nally, expressing the user’s needs in a usable form can be ex-
tremely difficult (e.g., “I need a photo of an energetic puppy
playing with a happy toddler”). All of these problems limit
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Figure 1. Unlike traditional architectures for exhaustive search,
where all of the data must be shipped from to the host computer,
the Diamond architecture employs early discard to efficiently reject
the bulk of the irrelevant data at the active storage device.

the usability of interactive data analysis [16] today.

Figure 1(a) shows the traditional architecture for exhaus-
tive search. Each data item passes through a pipeline from
the disk surface, through the disk logic, over an interconnect
to the host computer’s memory. The search application can
reject some of the data before presenting the rest to the user.
Two problems with this design are: (1) the system is un-
able to take full advantage of the parallelism at the storage
devices; (2) although the user is only interested in a small
fraction of the data, all of it must be shipped from the stor-
age devices to the host machine, and the bulk of the data is
then discarded in the final stages of the pipeline. This is un-
desirable because the irrelevant data will often overload the
interconnect or host processor.

Early discard is the idea of rejecting irrelevant data as
early in the pipeline as possible. For instance, by exploiting
active storage devices, one could eliminate a large fraction
of the data before it was sent over the interconnect, as shown
in Figure 1(b). The problem is that the storage device can-
not determine the set of irrelevant objects a priori — the
knowledge needed to recognize the useful data is only avail-
able to the search application (and to the user). However, if
one could imbue some of the earlier stages of the pipeline
with a portion of the intelligence of the application (or the
user), exhaustive search would become much more efficient.
This is supported by our experience with an interactive im-
age search application, as described in Section 5.2.

2.1 Interactive Search

For most real-world applications, the sophistication of
the user’s query outpaces the development of algorithms that
can understand the complex and domain-dependent data.
For instance, in a homeland security context, state-of-the-art
algorithms can reliably discard images that do not contain
human faces, but face recognition software has not advanced

to the point where it can recognize photos of particular in-
dividuals with sufficient accuracy. Thus, we believe that the
majority of exhaustive search tasks will be interactive in na-
ture, and it is important for systems to consider the human as
an important stage in the pipeline. In particular, a good sys-
tem design should model the user’s limited rate of data pro-
cessing, and should tune the aggressiveness of early discard
to ensure that the user is neither left idle, nor overwhelmed
by an excess of data.

2.2 False Positives and Negatives

Ideally, early discard would reject all of the irrelevant
data at the storage device without eliminating any of the
desired data. This is impossible in practice for two rea-
sons. First, the amount of computation available at the stor-
age device may be insufficient to perform all of the nec-
essary (potentially expensive) application-specific computa-
tions. Second, there is a fundamental trade-off [10] between
false-positives (irrelevant data that is not rejected) and false-
negatives (good data that is incorrectly discarded); in the
information retrieval literature, this is known as the preci-
sion/recall tradeoff. Early discard algorithms can be tuned
to favor one at the expense of the other, and different domain
applications will make different trade-offs. For instance, an
advertising agency searching a large collection of images
may wish to quickly find a photo that matches a particu-
lar theme and may choose aggressive filtering; conversely, a
homeland security analyst might wish to reduce the chance
of accidentally losing a relevant object and would use more
conservative filters (and accept the price of increased man-
ual scanning). It is important to note that early discard does
not, by itself, impact the accuracy of the search application:
it simply makes applications that filter data more efficient.

2.3 Hardware Evolution

The idea of performing specialized computation close to
the data is not a new concept. Database machines[17, 7] ad-
vocated the use of specialized processors for efficient data
processing. Although these ideas had significant technical
merits, they failed, at the time, because designing specialized
processors that could keep pace with the sustained increase
in general-purpose processor speed was commercially im-
practical. Implementing early discard on specialized com-
puting hardware would invite a similar fate.

More recently, the idea of an active disk [1, 19, 22],
where a storage device is coupled with a general-purpose
processor, has become popular. The flexibility provided
by active disks is well-suited to early discard; an active
disk platform could run filtering algorithms for a variety of
search domains, and can support applications that dynami-
cally adapt the balance of computation between storage and
host as the location of the search bottleneck changes [2].
Over time, due to hardware upgrades, the balance of pro-
cessing power between the host computer and storage sys-
tem will shift. In general, a system should expect a hetero-
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geneous composition of computational capabilities among
the storage devices as newer devices may have more power-
ful processors or larger memory. The more capable devices
could execute more demanding early discard algorithms, and
the partitioning of computation between the devices and the
host computer should be managed automatically. Analo-
gously, when the interconnect infrastructure or host com-
puter is upgraded, one may expect computation to shift away
from the storage devices. In practice, the best partitioning
will depend on the characteristics of the processors, their
load, the type and distribution of the data, and the query. For
example, if the user were to search a collection of holiday
pictures for snowboarding photos, one could expect these to
be clustered together on a small fraction of devices, creating
hotspots in the system. These observations motivate Dia-
mond’s two primary mechanisms for supporting this diver-
sity: (1) enabling applications to specialize the early discard
code for each storage device’s capabilities; and (2) adaptive
partitioning of computation between the storage devices and
the host computer based on run-time measurements.

2.4 The Structure of Search

Early discard simplifies from past active disk research
efforts because it exploits restrictions inherent to the search
domain. First, search tasks only require read-only access
to data. This simplifies the design by allowing us to avoid
locking complexity and ignore some of the security issues.
Second, search tasks typically permit stored objects to be
examined in any order. This order independence offers sev-
eral benefits: easy parallelization of early discard within
and across storage devices; significant flexibility in schedul-
ing data reads and simplified migration of computation be-
tween the active storage devices and host computer because
the data has no inherent ordering constraints. Finally, most
search tasks do not require maintaining state between ob-
jects. This stateless property supports efficient paralleliza-
tion of early discard, and simplifies the run-time migration
of computation between active storage device and host com-
puter.

3 Rationale for Early Discard

This section describes a simple analytic model for early
discard. Let N be the number of active storage devices in the
storage system.1 Let ss and sh be the speeds (data items pro-
cessed per second) of each storage device and host , respec-
tively. Let β be the fraction of processing that is performed
on each storage device. Let pd be the fraction of data that is
discarded by the application; in the traditional architecture,
discard can only occur at the host computer; in Diamond,
the discard can occur either at an active storage device (early
discard), or at the host computer. Let Bn be the bandwidth
of the interconnect between storage and computer.

1This discussion assumes homogeneous storage devices; these results generalize to
heterogeneous storage configurations, but the notation becomes more complex.

We assume that the bottlenecks in the exhaustive search
pipeline can occur either at the storage device, the intercon-
nect, or at the host computer. Since a pipeline progresses
at the rate of its slowest stage, the time needed to process a
data item is the maximum of the time needed for each stage
to process the item. More formally:

Ts =
β

ssN
,

Tn =
(1−βpd)

Bn
,

Th =
(1−β)

sh
,

T = max(Ts,Tn,Th),

where Ts, Tn, Th is the time needed to process the item at the
storage device, network and host computer, respectively; and
T is the time taken by the object to pass through the system
(assuming no additional latency).

To get some intuition about the benefits of early discard,
let us consider some scenarios where all of the parameters
are fixed, with the exception of β (the fraction of the compu-
tation performed at the active storage device). Clearly, β=0
denotes the traditional model, where the storage device is in-
capable of early discard and β=1 is the extreme early discard
scenario where all of the filtering required for the search ap-
plication is performed by the storage devices. By varying β,
we can generate a family of curves (see Figure 2). The low-
est point on the T curve is the most efficient configuration of
the pipeline; βo denotes the partitioning of computation that
achieves this goal.

0 1 β

Ts

Thtim
e

Tn T = max(Th,Tn,Ts)

βo

T o

Figure 2. Processing time for exhaustive search with varying dis-
tribution of computation (β) between the host computer and active
storage devices.

We can make several observations about this graph. Al-
though the curves for the three stages will vary significantly
based on parameter settings, they obey certain constraints:
Ts goes through the origin and increases monotonically with
β; Th decreases monotonically with β, with Th=0 at β=1; Tn

decreases monotonically with β if the rejection rate for early
discard is non-zero. These constraints imply that the optimal
setting of β is always greater than zero — i.e., early discard
at the storage device is worthwhile even if the computational
power of the storage device is significantly inferior to that

3



of the host computer. In practice, analytically determining
βo may not be feasible since the curves will change with
different queries and data (both affect pd). This motivates
our desire to dynamically partition the search computation
between host and storage devices, and to tune β during the
progress of the exhaustive search.

4 Diamond Architecture
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Figure 3. The Diamond storage architecture.

Figure 3 presents an overview of the Diamond storage
architecture. Diamond provides a clear separation between
the front end, which encapsulates domain-specific applica-
tion code running on the host computer, and the back end,
which consists of a domain-independent infrastructure that
is common across a wide range of search applications.

In an interactive system, the user is a key component and
one of the most likely bottlenecks. Diamond applications
aim to reduce the load on the user by eliminating irrelevant
data using domain-specific knowledge, ideally close to the
storage device (early discard). Query formulation is domain-
specific and is handled by the search application at the front
end. Once a search has been formulated, the application
translates the query into a set of machine executable tasks
(termed a searchlet) for eliminating data, and passes these
to the back end. The searchlet contains all of the domain-
specific knowledge needed for early discard, and is a proxy
of the application (and of the user) that can execute within
the back end.

Searchlets are transmitted to the back end through the
searchlet API, and distributed to the storage devices by the
Diamond runtime system. At each storage device, the run-
time system iterates through the objects on the disk (in a
system-determined order) and evaluates the searchlet. The
searchlet consists of a set of filters (see Section 6), each of
which can independently decide to perform early discard.
Any objects that pass through all of the filters in the search-
let are deemed to be interesting, and made available to the
domain application through the searchlet API.

The domain application may perform further processing
on the interesting objects to see if they satisfy the user’s re-
quest. This additional processing can be more general than
the processing performed at the searchlet level (which was
constrained to the independent evaluation of a single ob-
ject). For instance, this additional processing may include

determining cross-object correlations and consulting auxil-
iary databases. Once the domain application determines that
a particular object matches the user’s criteria, the object is
shown to the user. When processing a large data set, it is
important to present the user with results as soon as they ap-
pear. Based on these partial results, the user can refine the
query and restart the search. Query refinement leads to the
generation of a new searchlet, which is once again executed
by the back end. The system may be able to execute the re-
fined search more efficiently by intelligently caching partial
results from earlier searches.

4.1 Host System

The host system is where the domain application exe-
cutes. The user interacts with this application to formulate
searches and to view results.

In our implementation the storage devices may pass ob-
jects to the host without first evaluating the searchlet, due
to resource limitations or other constraints. If the object is
passed without evaluation, the host runtime will evaluate the
searchlet before passing the object to the domain application.
The host runtime and storage devices work in conjunction to
balance computation between the host and the storage de-
vices.

4.2 Searchlets

The searchlet is an application-specific proxy that the
host and storage runtimes use to implement early discard. A
searchlet consists of a set of filters and some configuration
state (i.e., parameters and thresholds for filters, and depen-
dencies between filters). For example, a searchlet to retrieve
portraits of people in dark business suits might contain two
filters: a color histogram filter that finds dark spots and an
image processing filter that locates human faces. A further
filter that finds people with glasses may depend on having
the face detector earlier in the pipeline.

For each object, the runtime will invoke each of the fil-
ters in an efficient order, considering both filter cost and
selectivity (see Section 6.2). The return value from each
filter indicates whether the object should be discarded, in
which case the searchlet evaluation is terminated. If an ob-
ject passes all of the filters in the searchlet, it is sent to the
domain application.

The filter functions are sent as object code to Diamond.
This choice of object code instead of alternatives such as
domain-specific languages, was driven by several factors.
First, many real-world applications (e.g., drug discovery)
may contain proprietary algorithms where requiring source
code is not an option. Second, we want to encourage devel-
opers to leverage existing libraries and applications to sim-
plify the development process. For instance, our image re-
trieval application (described in Section 5) relies heavily on
existing image processing libraries such as OpenCV [8].
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Executing application-provided object code on active
storage devices does have serious security and safety impli-
cations. Diamond does not currently provide specific mech-
anisms to address these, but we believe that they can be
solved using existing techniques such as software fault iso-
lation [30] or virtual machines.

4.3 Key Interfaces

The Diamond architecture defines three APIs to isolate
components: the searchlet API, the filter API and Associa-
tive DMA. These are briefly described below.

The searchlet API provides the interface that applica-
tions use to interact with Diamond. This API provides calls
to query device capabilities, scope a search to a specific
collection of data, load searchlets, and retrieve objects that
match the current search.

The filter API defines the interface used by the filter
functions to interact with the run-time environment on the
storage device. This API allows functions to read and write
object contents as well as setting attributes to annotate pro-
cessed objects.

Associative DMA isolates the host and the storage im-
plementations. We use this API to abstract the transport
mechanism and flow control between host and storage run-
time systems. Additionally, associative DMA provides a
common interface that enables Diamond to employ diverse
back end implementations without modifications to the host
runtime. In addition, since large volumes of data are moved
through the associative DMA API, it must be defined to en-
able efficient implementations that avoid data copies and re-
dundant buffering.

4.4 Storage System

The storage system provides a generic infrastructure for
filtering objects using searchlets. This infrastructure does
not contain any domain-specific knowledge except for the
searchlet.

We believe that search problems are well suited to active
storage, but real active storage devices are not commercially
available today. Furthermore, active storage systems will not
become widely available without compelling applications to
generate sufficient demand. Our approach is to provide a
programming model that abstracts out the storage devices.
This allows the development of applications that do not rely
on active storage, but that will seamlessly exploit the active
storage devices when they become available.

Diamond’s current design assumes that the storage sys-
tem can be treated as object storage [27]. This allows the
host to be independent of the data layout on the storage de-
vice and will allow us to leverage the emerging object stor-
age industry standards.

5 SnapFind

SnapFind is a prototype domain application built using
the Diamond programming model. SnapFind was motivated
by the observation that digital cameras allow users to gen-
erate thousands of photos yet few users have the patience to
manually index them. Users typically wish to locate photos
by semantic content (e.g., “show me photos from our whale
watching trip in Hawaii”); unfortunately, computer vision
algorithms are currently incapable of understanding image
content to this degree of sophistication. SnapFind’s goal is to
enable users to interactively search through large collections
of unlabeled photographs by quickly specifying searchlets
that roughly correspond to semantic content.

Research in image retrieval has attracted considerable
attention in recent years [9, 12, 14, 20, 25, 28]. However,
prior work in this area has largely focused on whole-image
searches. In these systems, images are typically processed
off-line and compactly represented as a multi-dimensional
vector. In other systems, images are indexed offline into
several semantic categories. These enable users to per-
form interactive queries in a computationally-efficient man-
ner; however, they do not permit queries about local regions
within an image since indexing every subregion within an
image would be prohibitively expensive. Thus, whole-image
searches are well-suited to queries corresponding to general
image content (e.g., “find me an image of a sunset”) but poor
at recognizing objects that only occupy a portion of the im-
age (e.g., “find me images of cell-phone users”). SnapFind
exploits Diamond’s ability to exhaustively process a data set
using customized filters, enabling users to search for im-
ages that contain the desired content only in a small patch.
The remainder of this section describes SnapFind, and then
presents an informal validation of using early discard for this
application.

5.1 Description

SnapFind currently employs several established image
processing algorithms to filter image regions on the basis
of color, texture or shape. Color is represented using image
histograms [26, 13] and matched using an L1 similarity met-
ric. We employ a coarse discretization of the color space for
computational efficiency, but partially offset this by linearly
interpolating pixel counts between adjacent bins. Texture is
represented by the energy response of difference-of-gaussian
filters [13] over the image patch. This simple filter is unable
to capture any directional variation in texture but is computa-
tionally cheaper than more sophisticated alternatives such as
Gabor jets or wavelets. Finally, we use the Viola-Jones [29]
frontal face detector to identify regions that contain people.

Using SnapFind, users can create an initial query (e.g.,
“find me images that contain a patch of blue color”) and in-
teractively refine the search based on partial search results
(e.g., “find me images that contain patches of blue color and
texture that is like water”). Users can quickly construct their
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own color and texture filters by selecting patches from pre-
vious search results (e.g., the user may build a texture filter
specialized for foliage by selecting regions in images con-
taining plants).

5.2 Usage Experience

We designed some simple experiments to investigate
whether early discard can help exhaustive search for a real-
world problems. We chose the task of retrieving photos from
an unlabeled collection. This is a realistic problem for own-
ers of digital cameras and is also one that untrained users can
perform manually (given sufficient patience). We explored
two cases: (1) purely manual search, where all of the discard
happens at the user stage; (2) using SnapFind. Both scenar-
ios used the same Diamond interface (see Figure 4), where
the user could examine six thumbnails per page, zoom in
on a particular image (if desired) and mark selected images
using the mouse.

Figure 4. SnapFind , a proof-of-concept application designed using
the Diamond programming model. Users can search a large image
collection using customized filters. Unlike typical image retrieval sys-
tems that index the entire image, SnapFind enables users to find
images that contain the desired features in small subregions. In this
case, the user has filtered for regions containing water texture.

Our data set contained 18,286 photographs (approxi-
mately 10,000 personal pictures, 1,000 photos from a corpo-
rate website, 5,000 images collected from an ethnographic
survey and 2,000 from the Corel image CD-ROMs). These
were randomly distributed over twelve emulated active stor-
age devices. Users were given three minutes to tackle each
of the following two queries: (1) find images containing
windsurfers or sailboats; (2) find pictures of people wearing
dark business suits or tuxedos.

For the manual scenario, we recorded the number of im-
ages selected by the user (correct hits matching the query)
along with the number of images that the user viewed in the
alloted time. Users could page through the images at their
own pace, and Table 1 shows that users scanned the images
rapidly, viewing 600–1,000 images in three minutes. Even
at this rate of 2–5 images per second, they were only able to
process about 5% of the total data.

For the SnapFind scenario, the user built an early discard
searchlet by selecting one or more image processing filters2

2Although SnapFind allows the user to interactively create specialized filters by

Images that satisfied the filtering criteria (i.e., those match-
ing a particular color, visual texture or shape distribution in
a subregion) were shown to the user. As in the manual sce-
nario, the user then marked those images that matched the
query. In addition to recording the number of hits and the
number of images viewed by the user, we recorded the num-
ber of images that Diamond was able to process during the
allotted time. The fraction of images discarded at the stor-
age device was calculated, and these results are shown in
Table 1.

MANUAL DIAMOND
good user good user system early
hits seen hits seen seen discard

Task 1
user1 7 684 46 396 18,286 97.8%
user2 8 774 39 396 18,286 97.8%
user3 13 966 46 396 18,286 97.8%

Task 2(a)
user1 29 600 42 588 18,286 96.8%
user2 18 612 31 426 18,286 97.7%
user3 24 630 32 474 18,286 97.4%

Task 2(b)
user1 29 600 29 78 15,286 99.5%
user2 18 612 29 74 15,362 99.5%
user3 24 630 29 74 15,198 99.5%

Table 1. Results of an informal interactive search experiment us-
ing the SnapFind image search application. Users were given three
minutes to locate photographs matching each query in a collection
of 18,286 images.

In information retrieval, recall is the fraction of hits over
the total number of desired objects in the data set while pre-
cision is the fraction of hits over the number of objects re-
turned by the system.

For Task 1, the early discard searchlet was a single “wa-
ter texture” filter trained on eight 32×32 patches containing
water (listed as filter F5 in Table 3). For Task 2, users tried
two searchlets: (a) a filter that simply looked for dark regions
(listed as filter F3 in Table 3); (b) a conjunction of F3 and the
face detector (filter F1). The former is a computationally-
cheap searchlet favoring high recall, while the latter is a
computationally-intensive searchlet that favors precision.

We can make several observations. On Task 1, SnapFind
significantly increases the number of relevant images found
by the user. Diamond is able to exhaustively search through
all of the data, and early discard eliminates almost 98% of
the objects at the storage devices. This shows how early
discard can help users find an increased number of relevant
objects.

On Task 2, the improvement, as measured by hits alone,
is less dramatic, but early discard shows a different benefit.
Task 2(b) highlights the advantages of an aggressive early

presenting examples of matching image patches, we constrained the subjects in this
experiment to a small set of pre-defined filters.
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/* do search using filter_file and filt_spec */
do_search(filter_file, filt_spec)
{

/* initialize the library */
shandle = ls_init_search();

/* set the searchlet for this search */
ls_set_searchlet(shandle, DEV_ISA_IA32,

filter_file, filt_spec);

/* start the search */
ls_start_search(shandle);

while (1) {
err = ls_next_object(shandle, &cur_obj, 0);
if (err == ENOENT) {

/* the current search is done*/
/* cleanup and return */
ls_terminate_search(shandle);
return;

} else if (err == 0) {
/* display the object, then release it */
display_object(cur_object);
ls_release_object(shandle, cur_obj);
/* loop around and get the next object */

} else {
/* some unexpected condition */
exit(1);

}
}

}

Figure 5. Example Application Code This pseudo code demon-
strates the basic structure a Diamond application. The application
initializes a search context, loads a searchlet, and iterates over the
objects that match.

discard. Although the expensive filter fails to complete the
exhaustive search in three minutes (it processes about 5/6 of
the data), the results have a good precision; the user achieves
approximately as many hits as in the manual scenario while
viewing far fewer images (approximately 1/9 as many). For
applications where the user only needs a few images, aggres-
sive early discard is ideal because it significantly decreases
the user’s effort. A comparison between 2(a) and 2(b) illus-
trates the well-known trade-off between precision and recall.
As the searchlet becomes more specialized, precision tends
to improve at the cost of recall. For an interactive search,
high precision may also come at the expense of increased
wait time for the user — both because the filters are more
expensive, and because a greater fraction of the stored data
is discarded.

5.3 SnapFind Implementation

To build SnapFind, we implemented common image
classification tasks as filters. The user formulates a query by
selecting algorithms and representative image patches. Once
a query is formulated, SnapFind generates a searchlet and
begins a Diamond search. The pseudo code in figure 5 illus-
trates the basic steps for the search; the application initializes
the library, sets a searchlet, and iterates over the matching
objects. SnapFind dedicates a thread to interact with Dia-
mond, and separate threads for the GUI and user interaction.

Figure 6 show portions of a filter specification for a query
that looks for images of businessmen wearing glasses. There

# Find images that contain dark regions
FILTER DarkPatch # filter name
# Pass images that contain a patch that is at least
# 80% similar to the sample histogram.
THRESHOLD 80
FUNCTION histo_find # use color histogram fn
ARG 1.0 # first of list of args
ARG 64 # X patch size
ARG 64 # Y patch size
ARG 0.9211 # Histogram data
... # Histogram data
#
# This filter identifies regions in a image
# that contain faces.
FILTER FaceDetect # filter name
THRESHOLD 1 # pass if return >= 1
FUNCTION face_detect # use this function
ARG 1.0 # first of list of args
#
# Many more args, ...
#
# This filter determines whether a given face image
# contains glasses.
FILTER Glasses # filter_name
THRESHOLD 1 # pass if return >=1
FUNCTION glassses_recognize # use this function
ARG 64 # one of the arguments
#
# Other arguments.
#
REQUIRES FaceDetect # Run face detect first
#
# ... other filters
#

Figure 6. Example Filter Specification This filter specification de-
fines three filters. DarkPatch uses color histograms to find regions
that match a sample histogram, FaceDetect looks for human faces,
and Glasses looks for faces with glasses.

are three filters in this search; a patch of dark color (to indi-
cates the presence of suits), a face detector, and a glasses
detector.

The filter DarkPatch uses color histograms to search the
image. In the example, the histogram find function will
return a value which is the closest similarity to the sample
patch. In this example, the threshold is set to 80, raising this
value would make the search more selective, and lowering
the value would make it less selective. The arguments are
interpreted by the filter function. Here, they specify the size
of the image patch to test and the sample histogram.

The filter FaceDetect looks for human faces in the image.
The threshold is 1, indicating at least one face must be found
for the object to be considered interesting.

The last filter is Glasses which looks for glasses in pic-
tures of human faces. Again the threshold is 1 indicat-
ing at least one instance of glasses must be found. The
Glasses filter also uses the REQUIRES statement to indicate
the FaceDetect filter must run before this filter.

Figure 7 gives the pseudo code for the Glasses filter. This
code reads the NUM FACES attribute (set by FaceDetect) to
find the number of faces in the image. The filter then reads
attributes that correspond to the bounding box of each face
and tests these regions for glasses. It then returns the number
of regions where glasses were found (and there are faces).
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/* Processes bounding boxes containing faces to see
* whether the image contains glasses.
*/
int
glasses_recognize(ohandle, void *conf_data, int len)
{

char name_buffer[MAX_SIZE];
num_found = 1;

/*
* read attribute to get the number of faces in
* this image.
*/
lf_read_attr(ohandle, "NUM_FACE", &bsize, &count);

for (i=0; i < count; i++) {
/* For each face, read the bounding box. */
sprintf(name_buffer, "%s%d\n", "FACE_BBOX", count);
lf_read_attr(ohandle, name_buffer, &bbox, &size);

/* see if image contains glasses */
match = glasses_find(ohandle, conf_data, bbox);
if (match) {

/* keep track of the number of hits */
num_found++;

}
}
/* return the number of hits, different searches
* could threshold against this number if they
* wanted more than one person with glasses.
*/
return(num_found);

}

Figure 7. Example Filter Function This pseudo code demonstrates
the basic flow of a filter function. This filter function reads attributes
that were set by a previous filter. The glasses detector uses these
attributes to test regions only where there are known faces.

6 Prototype Implementation

Our Diamond prototype is currently implemented as a
user process running on Red Hat Linux release 9.0. The
searchlet API and the host runtime are implemented as a
library that is linked against the domain application. The
host runtime and network communication are threads within
this library. We emulate active storage devices using off-
the-shelf server hardware with locally-attached disks. The
active storage system is implemented as a daemon. When a
new search is started, new threads are created for the stor-
age runtime and to handle network and disk I/O. Diamond’s
object store is currently implemented as a library that stores
objects as files in the native file system. Associative DMA is
currently under definition. Currently, Diamond uses a wrap-
per library built on TCP/IP; we use customized marshalling
functions to minimize data copies.

The remainder of this section focuses on two important
aspects of our implementation: (1) techniques employed for
run-time partitioning of computational resources; (2) algo-
rithms for determining an efficient filter ordering.

6.1 Dynamic Partitioning of Computation

As discussed in Section 2, bottlenecks in exhaustive
search pipelines are not static. Diamond achieves significant
performance benefits by dynamically balancing the compu-
tational task between the active storage devices and the host

processor. This is a key part of the Associative DMA por-
tion of the Diamond API for controlling data flow between
the storage devices and the hosts, and our current prototype
compares an initial set of implementation choices.

The Diamond storage runtime decides whether to eval-
uate a searchlet locally or at the host computer. This deci-
sion can be different for each object, allowing the system to
have fine-grained control over the partitioning. Thus, even
for searchlets that consist of a single monolithic filter Di-
amond can partition the computation on a per-object basis
to achieve the ratio of processing between the storage de-
vices and the host that provides the best performance. The
ability to make these fine-grained decisions is made possi-
ble by Diamond’s assumption that objects can be processed
in any order, and that filters are stateless. Without these as-
sumptions, the system would be limited to either processing
everything at the storage devices or everything at the host.
These extreme settings would prevent the system from fully
utilizing the available processing resources.

The current implementation supports two methods for
partitioning computation between the host and the storage
devices. The effectiveness of these methods in practice is
evaluated in Section 7.3.

CPU Splitting In this method, the host periodically es-
timates its available compute resources (processor cycles),
determines how to allocate them among the active storage
devices and sends a message to each device. When the stor-
age device receives this message, it estimates its own com-
putational resources and computes the percentage of objects
that should be processed locally. For example, if a storage
device estimates that it has 100 MIPS and receives a slice
of 50 MIPS from the host, then it should choose to process
2/3 of the objects locally and send the remaining (unpro-
cessed) objects to the host. CPU splitting has a straightfor-
ward implementation: whenever the storage runtime reads
an object, it randomly selects (with the appropriate proba-
bility) whether the object should be processed locally.

Queue Back Pressure (Queue BP) This method is based
upon the observation that the lengths of queues between
components in the search pipeline (see Figure 1) provide
good information about overloaded resources. The algo-
rithm, to take advantage of this information, is implemented
as follows.

When objects are sent to the host, they are placed into a
work queue that is serviced by the host runtime. If the queue
length exceeds a particular threshold, the host refuses to ac-
cept new objects. Whenever the storage runtime has an ob-
ject to process, it examines the length of its transmit queue.
If the queue length is less than a threshold, the object is sent
to the host without processing. If the queue length is above
the threshold, the storage runtime evaluates the searchlet and
processes the object. Using this algorithm, the storage de-
vice adapts the computation per object based on the current
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availability of downstream components. When the host pro-
cessor or network is a bottleneck, the storage device will per-
form additional processing on the data; this eases the pres-
sure on downstream components until data resumes its flow.
Conversely, if the downstream queues begin to empty, the
storage runtime will aggressively push data into the pipeline
to prevent the host from becoming idle.

6.2 Filter ordering

As discussed in Section 4, a Diamond searchlet consists
of a set of filters, each of which can choose to discard a given
object. We assume that the set of objects that pass through
a particular searchlet is completely determined by the set of
filters in the searchlet (and their parameters), and is invariant
to the order in which these filters are evaluated.3 However,
the filter order can dramatically impact the efficiency with
which Diamond can process a large amount of data.

Diamond tries to reorder the filters within a searchlet to
run the most promising ones early. Note that the best filter
ordering depends on the set of filters, the user’s query and
the particular data set. For example, consider a user who is
searching a large image collection for photos of people in
dark suits. The application may determine that a suitable
searchlet for this tasks includes two filters (see Table 3): a
face detector that matches images containing human faces
(filter F1); and a color filter that matches dark regions in
the image (filter F3). From the table, it is clear that F1 is
more selective than F3, but also much more computationally
expensive. Running F1 first would work well if the data set
contained a large number of night-time photos (which would
successfully pass F3). On the other hand, if the collection
contained a large number of baby pictures, running F1 early
would be extremely inefficient.

More formally, the effectiveness of a filter depends upon
its selectivity (discard rate) and its resource requirements.
The total cost of evaluating filters over an object can be ex-
pressed analytically as follows. Given a filter, Fi, let us de-
note the cost of evaluating the filter as c(Fi), and its pass
rate as P(Fi). In general, the discard rates for the different
filters may be correlated (e.g., if an image contains a patch
with water texture, then it is also more likely to pass through
a blue color filter). We denote the conditional pass rate for
a filter Fi that is processing objects that successfully passed
filters Fa, Fb, Fc by P(Fi|Fa,Fb,Fc). The total time to
process objects through a series of filters F0 . . .Fn is given
by:

C = c(F0)+P(F0)c(F1)+P(F1|F0)P(F0)c(F2)+

P(F2|F1,F0)P(F1|F0)P(F0)c(F3)+ · · · (1)

which takes into account all the conditional probabilities.
3This assumption is reasonable given that Diamond assumes filters to be stateless.

Reader
Histogram

Black
Red

WaterTexture
Application

ColorTest

Figure 8. Partial Order - An example of a small partial ordering.
“Reader” must be executed before “Histogram” and “WaterTexture”.
“Histogram” must be evaluated before “Red” and “Black”.

Reader Histogram Black Red

WaterTextureApplication ColorTest

Figure 9. Linear Extension - One possible ordering of all the filters
in Figure 8.

Partial Orderings

Allowing filters to use results generated by other filters
enables searchlets to: (1) use generic components to com-
pute well-known properties; and (2) reuse the results of other
filters. For instance, all of the color filters in SnapFind (see
Section 5) rely on a common data structure that is gener-
ated by an auxiliary filter. These dependencies can be ex-
pressed as partial ordering constraints. Figure 8 shows an
example of a partial order. The forward arrows indicate an
‘allows’ relationship. For example, “Reader” is a prereq-
uisite for “Histogram” and “WaterTexture”, and “Red” and
“Black” are prerequisites for “ColorTest”. The filter order-
ing problem is then to find a linear extension of the partial
order. Figure 9 shows one possible order. Note that finding a
path through this directed acyclic graph is not sufficient; all
filters still need to be evaluated.

Ordering Policies

The filter ordering policy determines the sequence in
which filters are applied to each object. The ultimate goal
is to minimizes the total cost of Equation 1. This cost de-
pends not only on the inherent properties of the filters, but
also on run-time parameters (user selectable “knobs”) and
the data itself. This means that knowing the optimal order-
ing (the Offline Best policy), a priori, is not possible We
describe three techniques for online filter ordering:

• Independent If the filters are independent an optimal
order can easily be generated by sorting [21]. If we
assume that there is no correlation between P(Fi) and
P(F j), or c(Fi) and c(F j), then the optimal order is
given by sorting on c(Fi)/P(Fi). In practice, there will
be correlation between filters and we consider several
techniques to handle correlated filters below.

• Hill climbing (HC) picks a random starting point in
the space of all legal linear extensions. It then tries to
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incrementally improve the order by swapping adjacent
filters. Random restarts reduce this technique’s sensi-
tivity to the starting point.

• Best filter first (BFF) leverages the structure of the
cost function and accounts for dependencies between
filters. It picks the filters Fi so as to minimize the cor-
responding cost term in Equation 1. Sorting can not
be used to because of the dependent probabilities. In-
stead, we incrementally generate more and more re-
strictive partial orders, linearizing filters starting from
the root of the original partial order (“Reader” in Fig-
ure 8). We can assign a minimum cost to these or-
ders by computing the cost of the linear part. Our im-
plementation uses a priority queue keyed on minimum
cost to find the best partial orderings to extend. If the
filters are truly independent, BFF reduces to the Inde-
pendent policy.

7 Experimental Evaluation

This section presents empirical results from a variety of
experiments using the Diamond system. All of these experi-
ments employ the implementation described in Section 6 on
the following hardware. The active storage platforms were
emulated using rack-mounted 1.2 GHz Pentium III comput-
ers with 512 Mbytes of memory, and 73 GB SCSI disks, con-
nected via a 1 Gbps Ethernet switch. The host system was
a 3.06 GHz Pentium Xeon (8K L1 Dcache, 512K L2 cache)
with 2 GB of memory, and 120 GB IDE disks. The host is
connected via Ethernet to the rest of the storage platforms.
We varied the link speed between 1 Gbps and 100 Mbps de-
pending on the experiment. Some experiments required us
to emulate slower active storage devices; this was done by
running a real-time task that consumed a fixed percentage of
the CPU

7.1 Description of Searchlets

We evaluate Diamond using the set of queries enumer-
ated in Table 2. These include some real queries from
SnapFind searches supplemented by synthetic queries de-
signed to stress Diamond in different ways. The searchlets
are briefly described in Table 2, and the filters used by these
searchlets are listed in Table 3.

The Water and Business Suits queries match the tasks
we used in Section 5. The Halloween query is similar to
Business Suits with an additional filter. The three synthetic
queries are used to test filter ordering and the two Dark Patch
queries are used to illustrate bottlenecks for dynamic parti-
tioning.

Table 3 provides a set of measurements summarizing the
discard rate and the computational cost of running the vari-
ous filters.

We determined these filter characteristics by evaluating
each filter over every object in our image collection (de-
scribed in Section 5). The overall discard rate is the fraction

Query Searchlet Description CPU
Cost

Water - find image
regions containing
water waves

S1 Uses texture filter trained on
water samples.

Low

Business Suits -
find images of
people in dark
business suits

S2 Uses face detector and color
histogram trained on dark
patches of color.

High

Halloween - find
images of a child
in Halloween
costume

S3 Uses face detector, color
histogram trained on red patches
of color, and color histogram
trained on dark patches of color.

High

Synthetic S4 Synthetic filters with inversely
(non-linearly) related pass rate
and cost.

Med

Synthetic S5 Three filters with correlated pass
rate and constant cost.

Low

Synthetic S6 Three filters with independent
pass rate (same as S5 overall) and
constant cost.

Low

Dark Patch A -
monolithic
searchlet with
high specificity

S7 Uses color histogram trained on
black sample patch; has a high
threshold so few images match.

Low

Dark Patch B -
monolithic
searchlet with low
specificity

S8 Uses color histogram trained on
black sample patch; has a low
threshold so many images match.

Low

Table 2. Test Queries The queries and associated searchlets used
to evaluate the Diamond prototype. With the exception of the syn-
thetic queries, the searchlets were generated using SnapFind.

Filter Searchlet Discard CPU (Range)
- rate cost

F0 - Reader (required) S1,2,3,7,8 0 5 (1-7)
F1 - Face Detect S2,3 99% 530 (40-1020)
F2 - Histogram S2,3,7,8 0 20 (1-24)
F3 - Black (requires F2) S2 83% 2 (0.5-3)
F3a - Black (requires F2) S7 99% 2
F3b - Black (requires F2) S8 78% 2
F4 - Bright Red (req. F2) S2 99% 2 (0.3-3)
F5 - Wave Texture S1 95% 14 (2-17)
F6 - Synthetic 20% 2
F7 - Synthetic 22% 4
F8 - Synthetic 26% 8
F9 - Synthetic S4 29% 16
F10 - Synthetic 31% 32
F11 - Synthetic 33% 64
F12 - Synthetic 36% 128
F13 - Synthetic 36% 256
F14 50% 1
F15 - Synthetic S5 40% 8
F16 30% 8
F17 50% 1
F18 - Synthetic S6 40% 8
F19 30% 8

Table 3. Filters - The discard rate is over a collection of 18,286
images. Cost is measured in ms of computation time. Reader and
Histogram are helper filters required by other filters. Filters in S5 are
correlated, whereas those in S6 are not.

of objects dropped divided by the total number of images,
and the cost is the average number of CPU milliseconds used
to process that image with the filter shown. Filters F0-F5 are
taken from SnapFind. The other filters were synthetically
generated to have specific cost and discard characteristics.

The searchlets S5 and S6 were specifically designed to
examine the effect of filter correlation; consequently F14,
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Figure 10. Compute Limited This experiments how the average
time spent per object varies as we change the percentage of the ob-
jects evaluated at the storage system. The average time is computed
as the total time to complete the search divided by the total objects
searched.

F15 and F16 are correlated, whereas F17, F18 and F19
are not. For example, P(F14,F15,F16) = 0.10, while
P(F17,F18,F19) = P(F17)P(F18)P(F19) = 0.21.

7.2 Comparing Disk and Host Processing Power

Our first measurements examine how variations in sys-
tem characteristics (number of storage devices, interconnect
bandwidth, relative processor performance, queries) affect
the average time needed to process each object. We measure
these variations by changing the relative processing power
between the host and storage devices.

We also examine how varying the partition of work be-
tween the host and the storage device affects the search time.
For each configuration, we measure the completion time for
a different static partitioning between the host and storage
devices. A particular partition is identified by percentage of
objects that are evaluated at the storage devices. All remain-
ing objects are passed to the host for processing.

In these experiments, each storage device has 5,000 ob-
jects (1.6 GB). As the number of storage devices increases,
so does the total number of objects involved in a search. For
each configuration we report the mean time needed for Dia-
mond to process each object (averaged over three runs).

The first set of experiments look at how varying the hard-
ware affects search time when the task is CPU bound. In
these experiments we use searchlet Q8 to find pictures of a
child in a Halloween costume. The results of these experi-
ments are shown in figure 10.

The first observation is that, as the number of storage
devices increases, more computation is moved to the stor-
age devices. This matches our intuition that as the aggregate
processing power of the storage devices increases, additional
computation should be performed there.

When there is no processing at the storage devices this is
equivalent to reading all the data from network storage. On
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Figure 11. Network Limited This graph shows how the average
time per object varies as we change the percentage of the objects
evaluated at the storage system. The average time is computed as
the total time to complete the search divided by the total objects
searched.

the left-hand side of the lines we see linear decreases as pro-
cessing is moved to the storage devices, reducing the load
on the bottleneck. When most of the processing moves to
the storage device, the bottleneck becomes the storage de-
vice, and we see increases in average processing time. This
confirms what was predicted by the analytic model in Sec-
tion 3. It is important to note that we gain a benefit from
active storage even with a small number of storage devices.

Our next measurements examine what happens when the
searchlet is network-bound instead of compute-bound. For
these experiments we use searchlets Q7 and Q8. Both of
these searchlets look for a small region of black in the im-
ages and are relatively cheap to compute. The difference
is that the thresholds are varied so that Q7 will pass a small
percentage of the objects (selective), and Q8 will pass a large
percentage of the objects (non-selective).

In these graphs we see that in all cases the best solution
is evaluating all the objects at the storage device. We also see
that lines flatten out at some point. This point corresponds to
the time it takes our current implementation to read the data
off the storage device.

The upper two lines show Q7 and Q8 running on a 100
Mbps network. In this case we see that Q8 is always slower
even when all computation is done at the storage device.
This is because this searchlet passes a large percentage of
the objects, so the data transfer to the host is the bottleneck.
This clearly illustrates the benefit of selective filters that dis-
card quickly.

7.3 Impact of Dynamic Partitioning

This section evaluates the effectiveness of the dynamic
partitioning algorithms presented in section 6. These tests
compare the best known static times to complete a search to
the dynamically adjusted times using both the CPU Splitting
and the Queue BP techniques.

For these tests we use both a CPU-bound task (searchlet
Q2) and a network-bound task (searchlet Q7). We run each
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Figure 12. Dynamic Partitioning This graph compares the best
performance using the manual partitioning and two different algo-
rithms for automated partitioning. One algorithm uses the relative
CPU power to split the load and the second uses queue back pres-
sure.

task in a variety of configurations and compare the results as
shown in Figure 12.

In all of these cases the Queue BP technique gives simi-
lar performance to the Best Manual technique. Surprisingly,
the CPU Splitting does not do as well in most of the cases.
We believe there are two reasons for this.

In the network-bound task (searchlet Q7), we know from
the earlier sections that the best results are obtained by pro-
cessing all objects at the storage devices. The CPU Splitting
will always try to run some of the evaluation on the host,
even when getting data to the host is the bottleneck. The
Queue BP approach will see the bottleneck develop at the
host and keep evaluating the searchlets locally.

The second observations is that relative CPU speeds are
a poor estimate of time needed to evaluate the filters. Most
of these searchlets involve striding over large data structures
(the images), so the computation tends to be bound by mem-
ory access time, not computation. As a results scaling up the
clock rate doesn’t give a proportional decrease in time

It is possible that more sophisticated modeling would
make the CPU Splitting more effective, but given that the
simple Queue BP technique works so well, there is probably
not much benefit to pursuing the idea.

7.4 Impact of Filter Ordering

This section compares the different policies described in
Section 6.2, and illustrates the significance of filter ordering.
We used searchlets S1-S6, which are composed of the fil-
ters detailed in Table 3. This experiment eliminates network
and host effects by executing entirely on a single storage de-
vice and compares different local optimizations. Section 7.5
combines the effects of filter ordering and dynamic partition-
ing. Total time measurements are normalized to the Offline
Best policy; this is the best possible static ordering (com-
puted using an oracle), and provides a bound on the mini-
mum time needed to process a particular searchlet. Random
picks a random linear order at regular intervals. This is the
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Figure 13. Filter Ordering Comparison of the time taken to evaluate
various searchlets using different ordering policies. All of the times
are normalized to the Offline Best policy.

simplest solution that avoids adversarial worst cases without
extra state, and would be a good solution if filter ordering
did not matter.

Figure 13 shows that the completion time can vary sig-
nificantly with different filter ordering policies. (Different
policies appear in the figure in the order mentioned below).
The poor performance of Random demonstrates that filter
ordering is significant. There is only one legal order for S1,
so all methods pick the correct order. Independent finds the
optimal ordering when filters are independent, as in S6, but
can generate expensive orderings when they are not, as in
S5. Hill Climbing has unpredictable performance, possibly
because of its use of random starting points. Best Filter First
is a dynamic techniques that works as well as Independent
(it has a slightly longer convergence time) with independent
filters, and has good performance with dependent filters. The
dynamic techniques spend time exploring the search space,
so they always pay a penalty over the Offline Best policy.
This is more pronounced with more filters, as in S4.

7.5 Putting it Together

This section looks at running both filter ordering and the
and dynamic partitioning together.

As a baseline we choose the optimal static partitioning
for a given configuration and query. We then compare this
to dynamically find the best partitioning and the best filter
ordering. We also compare to using dynamic partitioning but
a random filter ordering. The results of these experiments are
shown in Figure 14.

The comparison shows that using dynamic partitioning
with the Best Filter First ordering give comparable results to
finding the Best Manual configuration. We see that using a
Random ordering doesn’t do as well. This is expected from
the results in the previous section.
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Figure 14. Dynamic Optimizations Comparison of the dynamic
optimizations working together. The first case is best know static
partitioning. The second case uses dynamic partitioning, but a ran-
dom filter order. The third case uses the best first filter ordering as
well as dynamic partitioning.

8 Related Work

Recent work on interactive data analysis [16] outlines a
number of new technologies that will be required to make
database systems as interactive as spreadsheets — requiring
advances in databases, data mining and human-computer in-
teraction. Diamond and early discard are complementary to
these approaches, providing a basic systems primitive that
furthers the promise of interactive queries.

In more traditional database research, advanced indexing
techniques exist for a wide variety of specific data types in-
cluding multimedia data [11]. Work on data cubes [15] takes
advantage of the fact that many decision support queries
are well-known to pre-process a database and then perform
queries directly from the more compact representation. The
developers of new indexing technology must constantly keep
up with new data types, and with new user access and query
patterns. A thorough survey of indexing and the outline of
this tension appear in a recent dissertation [23], which also
details theoretical and practical bounds on the (often high)
cost of indexing.

Work on approximate query processing, most recently
surveyed in [5] complements these efforts by observing that
users can often be satisfied with approximate answers when
they are simply using query results to iterate through a search
problem, exactly as we motive in our interactive search
tasks.

In addition, in high-dimensionality data (such as fea-
ture vectors extracted from images to support indexing) se-
quential scanning is often competitive with even the most
advanced indexing methods because of the curse of dimen-
sionality [31, 6, 10]. Indices do improve performance for
low dimensionalities, or for queries on only a few attributes.
However, in high dimensionality data and nearest neighbor
queries, there is a lot of “room” in the address space and
the data points are far from each other. The two major in-
dexing methods, grid-based and tree-based, both suffer in

high dimensionality data. Grid-based methods require expo-
nentially many cells and tree-based methods group similar
points together, resulting in groups with highly overlapping
bounds. One way or another, a nearest neighbor query will
have to visit a large percentage of the database, effectively
reducing the problem to sequential scanning.

In systems research, our work builds on the insight of
active disks [1, 19, 22] where the movement of search prim-
itives to extended-function storage devices was analyzed in
some detail, including for image processing applications.
The work of Abacus [2], Coign [18], River [3] and Ed-
dies [4] provide a more dynamic view in heterogeneous sys-
tems with multiple applications or components operating at
the same time. Coign focuses on communication links be-
tween application components. Abacus automatically moves
computation between hosts or storage devices in a cluster
based on performance and system load. River handles adap-
tive dataflow control generically in the presence of failures
and heterogeneous hardware resources. Eddies [4] adap-
tively reshapes dataflow graphs to maximize performance by
monitoring the rates at which data is produced and consumed
at nodes. The importance of filter ordering has also been the
object of research in database query optimization [24]. The
addition of early discard and filter ordering bring a new set
of semantic optimizations to all of these systems, while re-
taining the basic model of observation and adaptation while
queries are running.

Recent efforts to standardize object-based storage de-
vices (OSD) [27] provide the basic primitives on which we
build our semantic filter processing. In order to most effi-
ciently process searchlets, active storage devices must con-
tain whole objects, and must understand the low-level stor-
age layout. We can also make use of the attributes that can be
associated with objects to store intermediate filter state and
to save filter results for possible re-use in future queries. Of-
floading space management to storage devices provides the
basis for understanding data in the more sophisticated ways
necessary for early discard filters to operate.

9 Conclusion

We have introduced the concept of early discard and an-
alyzed it in the context of the Diamond interactive search
system. Our goal is to build system support for interactive
data analysis [16] where users are rapidly presented with
(possibly incomplete) search results and are then kept “in
the loop” in directing the search processing performed by
the system. Early discard works by pushing filter processing
to the edges of the system — executing semantic data filters
directly at storage devices, and greatly reducing the flow of
data into the central bottlenecks of a system. We have il-
lustrated the utility of such a system in the context of image
processing, specifically the extraction of images that meet
a specific search criteria (e.g., “people in business suits”)
which cannot be optimized by any indexing scheme today,
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but only with user input (i.e., “human in the loop search”).
The filters at the storage devices are designed to prefer false
positives over false negatives and let the user sort out the
desired results. Multiple filters are run in series and may
be re-ordered by the system depending on their (data depen-
dent) selectivity and their (often data dependent) run-time
performance.

We motivated the overall speedups possible through use
of an analytic model and we presented an API for creating
filters and searchlets. We provided an informal user study
indicating that an early discard system can significantly aid
a human user on certain search tasks. We described our pro-
totype implementation, Diamond, and validated that it is ro-
bust across a variety of queries. We have shown that the
system is able to dynamically adapt using queue pressure
to a configuration as good as a manual placement, and bet-
ter than one using estimated CPU capacity. We have also
demonstrated that filter ordering within a searchlet can be
determined dynamically and that the system can quickly ar-
rive at a solution far superior to a naive ordering. The current
Diamond system is an effective first step in realizing inter-
active search in unindexed data.

In future work, we plan to expand the data types and
queries covered by the Diamond system and explore a more
diverse set of filters for image processing. We expect to
expand the sophistication of our user studies in order to
strongly show that a system with early discard can satisfy
users with both higher performance, and higher accuracy re-
sults than they could get by brute-force searching on their
own. We also hope to encourage domain experts to use the
Diamond programming framework to build real-world inter-
active search applications for other domains using the Dia-
mond programming framework.
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